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DAX COWART AND Hillary Pane, a first-year medical student from 
Houston, discuss abortion after Cowart's speech at the School of Law 
Monday afternoon. 

Speaker, Tech law students 
discuss right to decide issue 
By Brittany Barrientos/The University Daily 

Instinctively, when others are hurt, people 
are prone to believe it is in their best interest to 

be kept alive - regardless of what their wishes 
maybe. A discussion held at the Texas Tech 
School of Law Monday was aimed at informing 
people of the instances that can occur when 
patients and doctors disagree. 

Dax Cowart, a graduate of the law school, 
was the speaker of the discussion entitled, 
"Please Let me Die." • 

Cowart was involved in an explosion in 
1973, which killed his father and left Cowart 
blind and with third-degree burns. 

Cowart said he .asked the doctors who 
treated him at Parkland Hospital and the Uni-. 
versity of Texas Medical Branch to discontinue 
treatment, even convincing an anesthesiologist 
to not sedate him, in tum delaying a skin graft
ing procedure. 

"I wanted my doctors to go on their way and 
be merciful friends," he said. 

Cowart was ruled mentally incompetent 
and was denied the right to decide ifhe ~anted 
treatment, he said. 

"I did not want to live blind,. sGarred and 
without fingers," he said. "I didn't want the sed
entary lifestyle." 

Cowart said although he is happy and.thmgs 
turned out well, if he knew then what he knows 
now, he would still have refused treatment. 

"It is an end justifies the means argument," 
he said. "It ignores the (amount) of pain I expe
rienced to be alive today. The price is too high." 

Aside from the physical pain he felt, especially 
while not given pain medication for more than 
two hours from the time of the explosion, he also 
suffered from depression, Cowart said. 

He attrib~tes his depression to the sleep de
privation he has endured since 1980. He said in 
recent years, he has gotten to the point of sleeping 
only well enough to function. 

Jennifer Bard, an associate .professor of law, 
helped organize the event. She said she col
laborated with Dan Benson, a Paul Whitfield 
Hom professor of law, who also funded the 
event. 

Bard said Cowart is an exceptional alumnus 
and said a goal of Techis to bring law and medi-
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cine closer together. 
"What we want to do eventually 

is bring the law school and Health 
Sciences Center closer together," 
she said. "(We) thought this was a 
good place to start." 

Bard said Cowart is highly sought 
after by medical schools and said he 
has single-handedly been a tremen
dous influence on patient autonomy. 
in the United States. 

Hillary Pane, a first-year medical 
student, said she believes the discus
sion about the right to decide served 
its purpose. 

"0 think we) definitely needed 
this discussion," she said. "We in the 
medical community aren't talking 
about it. We have this drive to help 
and intervene." 

If faced with the issue, Pane she 
would respect a person's wishes, 
but believes more education and 
discussions will make everyone more 
informed of victim's rights. 

"We need to listen to patients 
and hear their stories to determine 
a treatment plan," she said. 

Cowart's case focuses on the 
patient's right to decide. It is similar 
to an ongoing Florida case involving 
Terri Schiavo, a Florida woman who 
has been in a vegetative state for 15 
years, according to an Associated 
Press story. Schivao's case is being 
termed the right to die. Michael 

Schiavo, Terri Schiavo's husband, 
has been in a legal battle with her 
parents, Bob and Mary Schindler, re
garding whether to remove a feeding 
tube keeping Terri Schiavo alive. 

According to the Associated 
Press, Michael Schiavo believes his 
wife would not want to live in a veg
etative state with extreme measures 
prolonging her life . However, her 
parents believe recovery is possible 
and said she has no wish to end 
her life. 

Cowart said the main thing he 
has learned through his experience 
is the need to inform loved ones of 
last wishes in case extraordinary 
circumstances arise. He gave his 
mother common-law power of at
torney. 

"It is very important to let the 
person know what your wishes 
are," he said. "Make sure it is not 
someone that is not able, because 
of love, to end your life." 

Cowart said he was in extreme 
pain and refusing treatment and 
could not do anything about his 
physicians continuing treatment 
against his wishes . 

Despite earlier conflicts, Cow
art said he and his doctors are on 
good terms, but he hopes every
one realizes no one has the right 
to unreasonably interfere, with 
another person's life .. 

Cowart graduated from Tech's 
law school in 1986 and is now 
married. He is an attorney who 
serves as a patient advocate. 


